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Background

• XML is eXtensible Markup Language
  – An application of SGML
  – Became a W3C Recommendation in 1999
  – Originally for “documents on the web”
  – Optimized for machine processing of documents
• DTD is Document Type Definition
  – A schema language for defining XML documents
  – A set of rules for what can be in your document, what must be in your document, and the order of things if you wish to enforce order
JATS is ...

- A NISO Standard (Z39.96-2015) that provides a common XML format in which publishers and archives can exchange journal content.
- JATS provides a set of XML elements and attributes for describing the textual and graphical content of journal
- And three article models that use those elements and attributes
- Journal Article Tag Suite
An Example Article
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<abstract>
  <sec>
    <title>Introduction</title>
    <p>Each journal's editorial and advisory board plays a critical role in resolving gender bias in the peer-review and publication process. Thus, this study aimed to quantify women's participation in editorial and advisory boards of major dental journals. Gender data on editorial and advisory boards were extracted from major dental journals, which were then categorized by journal specialty focus. The gender of the editor-in-chief and associate editor-in-chief was noted to assess the effect of journal leadership on women's participation in journal boards. For comparison purposes, data were also obtained regarding the percentage of women faculty for each dental specialty.</p>
  </sec>
</abstract>
Results

Overall, in the major 69 dental journals, 14.8% of editorial board members were women. An one-way ANOVA analysis revealed statistically significant gender differences between journal specialty categories (p = 0.003) with some dental specialties' journals demonstrating a relatively high participation of women as editorial board members. There was a significant positive correlation for various dental specialties between women's representation in editorial and advisory boards and women in similar dental academic specialties (p = 0.02, r^2 = 0.55). Furthermore, there was a positive correlation between the presence of women in journal editorial leadership and the percentage of women serving as advisory board members (p = 0.03). Our results confirmed that the under-representation of women on dental journal editorial boards was significantly different between dental science specialties. When there were more women in journal editorial leadership positions, there was a higher participation of women as editorial and advisory board members. Journals should increase the numbers of women on editorial boards in order to secure diversity, improve publication quality and recognize women's contribution to dental science.

This study was supported by the National Institute of Health (NIH)/National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR) K23 DE018689. The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.

All relevant data are within the paper.
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Despite the social and civil gains achieved by women in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, there is still a gender gap in academia [\cite{1,2,3}]. Evidence has shown that women in academia are less likely to achieve tenure, are expected to meet higher standards than male counterparts, and frequently exit tenured positions for adjunct ones [\cite{4,5}]. Women frequently perceive the academic environment as hostile which leads to high attrition rates and low job satisfaction [\cite{6}]. Women often face social and personal dilemmas in balancing career and family without any substantial institutional support [\cite{6}].

Additional struggles for women in academia have been reported in authorship [\cite{7,8} and participation on editorial and advisory boards [\cite{9,10,11,12,13,14,15}]. Limited evidence demonstrates gender inequalities in authorship of dental publications [\cite{16,17,18}]. Each journal's editorial and advisory board plays a critical role in resolving gender bias in the peer-review and publication process. The National Academy of Sciences, in their Beyond Bias and Barriers report, calls for the reasonable representation of women on editorial boards [\cite{1,19}]. Our study assessed the level of women participating on editorial and advisory boards of major dental journals. In addition, we quantitatively compared the participation of women on editorial and advisory boards with the percentage of women in the corresponding dental academic specialties.

The first activity of this cross-sectional study was the selection of dental journals based on the list in Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge Journal Citation Reports (2012) under the category of Dentistry, Oral Surgery and Medicine [\cite{19}]. The search was limited to English language journals. Also, journals specializing in dental hygiene were excluded in order to control for bias that would be derived from the overrepresentation of women in the hygiene field.
Introduction

Despite the social and civil gains achieved by women in the 20th century, there is still a gender gap in academia. Evidence has shown that women in academia are less likely to achieve tenure, are expected to meet higher standards than male counterparts, and frequently exit tenured positions for adjunct ones. Women frequently perceive the academic environment as hostile which leads to high attrition rates and low job satisfaction. Women often face social and personal dilemmas in balancing career and family without any substantial institutional support.

Additional struggles for women in academia have been reported in authorship and participation on editorial and advisory boards. Limited evidence demonstrates gender inequalities in authorship of dental publications. Each journal's editorial and advisory board plays a critical role in resolving gender bias in the peer-review and publication process. The National Academy of Sciences, in their Beyond Bias and Barriers report, calls for the reasonable representation of women on editorial boards. Our study assessed the level of women participating on editorial and advisory boards of major dental journals. In addition, we quantitatively compared the participation of women on editorial and advisory boards with the percentage of women in the corresponding dental academic specialties.

Methods

Journal Selection and Stratification

The first activity of this cross-sectional study was the selection of dental journals based on the list in Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge Journal Citation Reports (2012) under the category of Dentistry, Oral Surgery and Medicine. The search was limited to English language journals. Also, journals specializing in dental hygiene were excluded in order to control for bias that would be derived from the overrepresentation of women in the hygiene field.
Once the journal list was compiled, each individual journal homepage was searched for gender identification of the editor-in-chief as well as the editorial and advisory board members. Editors-in-chief and associate editors-in-chief were considered the editorial leadership of each journal. The gender of the journal leadership and board members was identified based on first-name recognition. When the first-name gave no clues to the gender, an internet search of the individual was used to identify gender. In cases where gender could not be identified, the journal's editor-in-chief was contacted via email twice for additional clarifications.

The journals were then stratified into the following 10 categories based on the specialty concentration field: endodontics, general dentistry, oral medicine/oral pathology and radiology, oral and maxillofacial surgery, orthodontics, pediatric dentistry, periodontology, prosthodontics, public health, and research.

Data on women faculty per dental academic sub-field were extracted from the American Dental Education Association (ADEA) Faculty Survey and were used as an indicator of women representation in dental academic specialties in the US.

Statistical analysis was performed with the PASW Statistics, version 18. All variables were tested for normality. Any non-normally distributed variable was logarithmically transformed. Means and standard deviations were calculated and compared with one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a post hoc Fisher's least significant differences (LSD) analysis when appropriate. The correlation of women faculty per specialty and women representation in each journal category was tested by Pearson's correlation test. This analysis was based on the ADEA Faculty Survey and limited to US published journals. We further assessed the association between the journal leadership (editor-in-chief and associate editor-in-chief) and the participation of women on journal advisory boards with correlation analyses. A p-value less than 0.05 indicated statistical significance.

A total of 83 journals were included in the Journal Citation Reports under the category of dentistry, oral surgery and medicine. When limiting the search to English language journals, 70 journals were included. After completing the electronic search and receiving email responses from journals, 69 journals had adequate data and were included in the analyses.
Out of the 3060 editorial board members, 452 were women (14.8%) ranging from zero to 57.1%. Overall, women represented 2.5% of the editors-in-chief and 16.0% of the associate editors-in-chief.

Table 1 shows the descriptive analysis per journal category. Skewness was assessed and all variables were deemed normally distributed. Fig. 2 graphically shows women's representation as expressed by mean and standard deviation in statistical ascending order.

Journal Categories in an ascending order based on statistical mean (mean and standard deviation, as represented by solid circle and bars, respectively). Periodontology journals showed the lowest proportion of women on editorial boards followed by oral and maxillofacial surgery. Public health journals showed the highest representation of women in editorial boards. Perio: periodontology journals, Oral Sx: oral and maxillofacial surgery journals, Prosth: prosthodontic journals, Endo: endodontic journals, Ortho: orthodontic journals, Oral Mx: oral medicine, oral pathology, oral radiology journals, Pedo: pediatric dentistry journals.
## Table 1

Descriptive statistics of women’s participation on editorial/advisory boards and editorial leadership per dental specialty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal Categories</th>
<th>Journals #</th>
<th>Women Editorial Board Members (%) Mean±SD (Range)</th>
<th>Women on Editorial Leadership (%) Mean±SD (Range)</th>
<th>Women Faculty (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endodontics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.4±7.5 (7.0–20.0)</td>
<td>19.7±26.6 (0.0–50.0)</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Dentistry</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0±11.1 (0–33.3)</td>
<td>13.0±22.3 (0.0–50.0)</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Medicine, Oral Pathology, Oral Radiology</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.5±5.0 (7.89–21.31)</td>
<td>17.5±14.3 (2.48–32.50)</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Maxillofacial Surgery</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Orthodontics</th>
<th>Pediatric Dentistry</th>
<th>Periodontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Subjects</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Age</td>
<td>11.5±11.5 (0.0-26.7)</td>
<td>24.3±11.6 (6.7-38.5)</td>
<td>4.6±4.5 (0.0-11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Range</td>
<td>10.5±17.4 (0.0-40.0)</td>
<td>31.8±38.4 (0.0-100.0)</td>
<td>3.3±7.5 (0.0-16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Age</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41.1±15.3</td>
<td>14.2±28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23.7±16.7</td>
<td>14.0±17.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Journals are alphabetically ranked. Women academic faculty data are shown (Source: ADEA, 2010-2011 Comprehensive Faculty Salary Survey). One-way ANOVA showed a significant difference between specialties (p = 0.003). Post hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences between the journal in the field of periodontology and oral and maxillofacial surgery as compared to public health Journals (p = 0.001), pediatric dentistry journals (p = 0.004), research journals (p = 0.001), and pediatric dentistry journals (p = 0.002). SD: Standard Deviation.
In the between-group analysis, the one-way ANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference between journal categories (p = 0.003). More specifically, periodontology and oral and maxillofacial surgery were the two specialties with the lowest representation of women on journal editorial boards ranging from 0% to 16.3%. On the other end of the spectrum, public health journals showed the highest women's representation on editorial boards (41.1% average).

In a post-hoc statistical analysis, women's representation on editorial and advisory boards was demonstrated to be significantly less in periodontology journals compared to journals of public health (p = 0.001), pediatric dentistry (p = 0.002) and research (p = 0.001). Moreover, women's representation on editorial board of the oral and maxillofacial surgery journals was significantly less than journals pertaining to public health (p = 0.001), pediatric dentistry (p = 0.004) and research (p = 0.001).

The data on women faculty representation per specialty, as reported by ADEA, are included on Table 1. The ADEA data confirmed a statistically significant difference in women distribution in academic specialties (p = 0.03). In addition, when the association between women participation on editorial/advisory boards and women faculty in US academic disciplines was tested, a statistically significant correlation was identified (p = 0.02, $r^2 = 0.55$) (Fig. 3).

There were only two journals identified that had women as editors-in-chief. For these two journals, the average representation of women on the advisory board was 11.3% whereas journals with men as editor-in-chiefs, the average participation of women on the advisory board was higher at 16.4%. With only two women editors-in-chief, the sample size was too small to allow any additional statistical comparisons.

When editors-in-chief and associate editors-in-chief were combined and defined as the journal editorial leadership, we found that it positively and significantly correlated with the number of women in editorial leadership and the number of women represented as advisory board members (p = 0.03, $r^2 = 0.44$) (Fig. 4).
<fig id="pone.0116630.g004" position="float">
  <object-id pub-id-type="doi">10.1371/journal.pone.0116630.g004</object-id>
  <label>Figure 4</label>
  <caption>
    The association of women on editorial leadership and advisory board membership.
    The scatterplot and line fit shows a linear trend ($r^2 = 0.44$) and a significant correlation between women on journal editorial leadership and women as editorial and advisory board members. ($p = 0.03$).
  </caption>
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<sec sec-type="conclusions" id="sec004">
  <title>Discussion</title>
  <p>Our results highlight the under-representation of women on editorial and advisory boards of major dental journals, which was, in most cases, proportional to their representation in academic disciplines. More specifically, journals in the field of periodontology, followed by oral and maxillofacial surgery, showed the lowest participation of women on editorial boards (4.6% and 7.5%, respectively), whereas journals in public health showed the highest presence of women on their boards (41.1%).</p>
  <p>An examination of journal editorial leadership found that only two of the 69 journals had women serving as editors-in-chief. Furthermore, we found that only 16% of the boards had women serving as associate editors-in-chief. Surprisingly, the journals with a female editor-in-chief did not result in more women as advisory board members.</p>
  <p>Similar studies performed in the medical field showed 11.5%--17.5% representation of women on medical journal editorial and advisory boards [1]. In 7.0%--15.9% of the major medical journals women served as editors-in-chief [1]. In 2.5% in the dental journals examined by the present study.</p>
</sec>
In certain specialties (endodontics, oral and maxillofacial surgery, public health, pediatric dentistry), women's participation on editorial boards reached parity with the corresponding academic presence in the dental specialty, which may reflect the proactive efforts to promote women. Interestingly, in periodontology, although women represented 22% of academic faculty, they only held 4.6% of the editorial board positions. The rest of specialties (orthodontics and prosthodontics as well as general dentistry) showed some disparities in the range of 6–11% between the percentage of women in an academic position and percentage of women in editorial board positions (Table 1). The cause of the under-representation of women on editorial boards may be due to unconscious psychological factors, which results in men being promoted over women. Due to the absence of institutional support, women tend to be more focused on teaching or clinical activities as opposed to research, resulting in women receiving less scholarly recognition. Moreover, institutional leadership frequently is influenced by traditional gender roles and expectations, resulting in barriers for the advancement of women. Women currently represent 45% of the dental students, 21% of the professionally active dentists but they hold only 28% of the dental academic positions and 19% of the dental school dean positions which confirms that women still face barriers in the promotion process. Collectively, the above factors may certainly limit the editorial and advisory board invitations to women academicians.

The study inherited some limitations due to its cross-sectional design, which prevented any longitudinal trend assessment. Furthermore, when comparing the effect of gender in the editor-in-chief position to the overall composition of the editorial board, the sample was very small such that only limited analyses were possible. Evidence has shown that throughout the last 20 years, the participation of women on medical journal editorial boards has been improving. However, the present cross-sectional study identified a significant under-representation of women on editorial/advisory boards in dentistry. A larger longitudinal editorial board analysis is recommended to investigate the trend of women's participation in editorial board of dental journals during recent decades.
Several steps could be undertaken to change the current state of under participation of women. In 2012, the European Association of Science Editors established a Gender Policy Committee; with the goal to encourage gender balance among reviewers, editorial boards and editorial offices; [27]. The National Academy of Science has published recommendations and criteria for journals in order to achieve gender diversity [1]. More specifically, they have recommended the development and enforcement of guidelines, which will ensure significant representation of women on meeting speaker lists, on editorial boards, and in other significant leadership positions. For women academicians, these measures will create more opportunities for career development and success. Additionally, the academic institutions will need to recognize the disparities, mentor women, as well as nominate them to intramural and extramural leadership positions. Together with the above, women scientists may need to 'lean in' and proactively inquire about editorial and advisory board positions. These collective actions may alter the current atmosphere in the journal editorial board leading to increased diversity.

This study was partially supported by National Institute of Health (NIH)/National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR) grant K23DE018689 (Bethesda, Maryland) awarded to E. Ioannidou. The authors would like to thank Mr. Franc Slapar, Director of Research at the American Dental Education Association, who has generously provided the data on the Dental School Faculty Survey, 2010-2013.
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JATS Resources

Non-normative supporting information for JATS is available from https://jats.nlm.nih.gov

This includes all schemas and complete documentation.
Journal Archiving and Interchange Tag Library

December 2015

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
National Library of Medicine (NLM)

Developer:
Mulberry Technologies, Inc.
17 West Jefferson Street, Suite 207
Rockville, MD 20850
Phone: 301/315-9631
Fax: 301/315-8285
<abstract> Abstract

Summarized description of the content of a document or document component.

Remarks

Article Abstracts: Many journal publishers request an abstract that is a very short summary of the major findings or conclusions of an article and limit this abstract to a paragraph or two. Some publishers require "long" or "summary" abstracts in which each section of the paper is summarized in a separate abstract section that has the same title as the article section being summarized. Such abstracts may be extensive, incorporating figures and tables. While the model for the element <abstract> has been made flexible enough to allow for these titled sections, it is expected that most abstracts will be much simpler and will contain one or more paragraphs.

Multiple Abstracts: A single article or sub-article may have many abstracts, each aimed at a different use, such as display at the beginning of the article, ePub promotional abstract, RSS/Atom feed, issue cover blurb, magazine style dek on the first page of the article, pronouncing abstract, or small article summary for the issue or web Table of Contents. Two attributes may be used to describe the type or usage for a particular abstract:

- The @specific-use attribute may be used to identify a processing purpose, such as RSS feed or pronunciation.
- The optional @abstract-type attribute may be used to identify special types of abstracts, for example, graphical abstracts, stereochmical abstracts, ASCII abstracts for sending to small devices, and Table-of-Contents abstracts that are so short they are inserted as annotations into a Table of Contents. See the attribute page for @abstract-type for a list of suggested types.

Locations of Abstracts: Abstracts inside the element <article-meta> pertain to the entire article. Some other elements, such as figures and tables, may also include the <abstract> element, and any
**Content Model**

```xml
<!ELEMENT abstract %abstract-model;>
```

**Expanded Content Model**

```
((object-id)*, (sec-meta?, label?, title?, (address | alternatives | array | boxed-text | chem-struct-wrap | code | fig | fig-group | graphic | media | preformat | supplementary-material | table-wrap | table-wrap-group | disp-formula | disp-formula-group | def-list | list | tex-math | mml:math | p | related-article | related-object | ack | disp-quote | speech | statement | verse-group | x)*, (sec)*, (notes | fn-group | glossary | ref-list)*)
```

**Description**

The following, in order:

- `<object-id>` **Object Identifier**, zero or more
- The following, in order:
  - `<sec-meta>` **Section Metadata**, zero or one
  - `<label>` **Label (of an Equation, Figure, Reference, etc.)**, zero or one
  - `<title>` **Title**, zero or one
  - Any combination of:
    - Paragraph-level Display Elements
      - `<address>` **Address/Contact Information**
BITS is ...

• An extension of JATS for tagging Book content
• Book Interchange Tag Suite
• An NCBI project – not a NISO Standard

• The advantage to users is that they are familiar with the Article Model and can use many of the same tools and staff to process book and journal content.
Book Chapter Structure

<book-part-meta>
<front-matter>
<body>
<back>
BITS Resources

Supporting information for BITS is available from

This includes all schemas and complete documentation.
Book Interchange Tag Suite (BITS) Version 2.0
Tag Library

February 2016

Digital Archive of Journal Articles
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
National Library of Medicine (NLM)

Developer:
Mulberry Technologies, Inc.
17 West Jefferson Street, Suite 207
Rockville, MD 20850
Phone: 301/315-9631
Fax: 301/315-8285
<array> Array (Simple Tabulation)

Tabular arrangement of text in the narrative flow of the document. Unlike a <table-wrap>, an array does not contain a label, title, caption, or table headings (column heads).

Remarks

By default in this Tag Set, an <array> includes the NISO JATS table body model (<tbody>), which is based on and designed to be easily converted to the XHTML 1.1 table body element (tbody). An <array> may contain a graphic (<graphic>) rather than a table body to express the rows and columns.

OASIS CALS Table Note: The OASIS XML Exchange table model may be used instead of or in addition to the default NISO JATS XHTML-based table model. OASIS table users can set the <array> element to contain the oasis:tbody element, typically with a namespace prefix of "oasis". A separate Tag Library describing the OASIS table model elements, attributes, and parameter entities may be accessed at https://jats.nlm.nih.gov/options/OASIS/tag-library/19990315/index.html.

Display/Formatting Note: An <array> element is not allowed to float; it is tied to its position in the text. True tables are allowed to float in text or be anchored, as determined by the value of their @position attribute.

Related Elements

Best Practice: A typical <array> has no label, title, or caption. Row and column material that has labels, titles, or captions should be tagged as a table element (<table-wrap>).

A graphic containing simple tabular material that occurs within a paragraph or between two paragraphs should be tagged as an <array>, not merely as a loose <graphic> or as a <fig> or <table>.
Expanded Content Model

(label?, (alt-text | long-desc | email | ext-link | uri)*, ((alternatives | graphic | media)* | tbody), (attrib | permissions)*)

Description

The following, in order:

- `<label>` Label (of an Equation, Figure, Reference, etc.), zero or one
- Any combination of:
  - Accessibility Elements
    - `<alt-text>` Alternate Text Name (for a figure, etc.)
    - `<long-desc>` Long Description
  - Linking Elements
    - `<email>` Email Address
    - `<ext-link>` External Link
    - `<uri>` Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
- Any one of:
  - Any combination of:
    - `<alternatives>` Alternatives For Processing
    - `<graphic>` Graphic
    - `<media>` Media Object
    - `<tbody>` Table Body (NISO JATS table model)
- Any combination of:
  - Ownership Elements
History of the JATS, Part I

• In the olden days publishers created and maintained their own article and book DTDs

• This led to obvious problems with interchange and collection of articles between publishers and aggregators.
The Melon Foundation funded the Harvard Library to study the feasibility of using one DTD for archiving journal articles.

   – Conclusion – yes, it is feasible, but the right DTD does not exist.

A meeting was held in April 2002 to discuss the changes needed to the PMC2 DTD to expand its range to include most any journal. Attendees included PMC, Mulberry Technologies, Inc. (consultant to PMC), The Mellon Foundation, The Harvard Library, and Inera (consultant to Harvard-Mellon).
This was when the Article Archiving and Journal Publishing models became more open and we added the Authoring model.
Decision to formalize standard with NISO

- NLM DTDs v 1.0
  - March 2003
- NLM DTDs v 1.1
  - November 2003
- NLM DTDs v 2.0
  - November 2004
- NLM DTDs v 2.1
  - September 2005
- NLM DTDs v 2.2
  - June 2006
- NLM DTDs v 2.3
  - March 2007
NLM DTD Working Group is dissolved, and the NISO Journal Article Tag Suite Working Group is created.

Backward-incompatible release
First draft version of JATS 1.2 expected mid 2017
• JATS is in Continuous Maintenance at NISO.

• JATS is focused on content rather than presentation.

• The JATS Standing Committee will not add structures to JATS on speculation.
And now, applications